ROCKET
MAN
From starting a one-man company to launching a space tourism business, for
Per Wimmer it’s all about one thing: “Being an entrepreneur every single day”
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H

e has swum with sharks off the islands
of Fiji, lived with the native tribes in
the Amazon, set a tandem skydiving
record over Mount Everest and – if all
of this wasn’t enough – he is also a founding
astronaut of the spaceflight company Virgin
Galactic, started by his friend and fellow
businessman Sir Richard Branson.
First and foremost, though, Per Wimmer
is an entrepreneur.
The 47-year-old’s fascination with space has
left a profound mark on his career since his
Harvard days in the late 1990s. A well-travelled Danish expat, the self-styled financier
and astronaut worked at Goldman Sachs until
2007, when he founded the investment bank
Wimmer Financials. Ever the astronaut, the
firm launched on 10 April of that year – the
50th anniversary of Sputnik’s launch, the
world’s first man-made satellite.
Last month Wimmer received the
Entrepreneur of the Year Award at the Better
World Awards – a glitzy affair held in Monaco
on the back of the F1 Grand Prix and the

Cannes Film Festival, both of which Wimmer
attended alongside celebrities and royalty. He
also recently released a book on the effective
use of green energy, a topic Wimmer holds
dear – his international corporate advisory
firm specialises in natural resources.
The Dane moved to London when working for Goldman Sachs and established his
investment bank when he felt confident
enough about his contacts.
“I felt like I had enough contacts and
potential business to leave the security of
working for a company and jump into entrepreneurship. It was me, my laptop and my
mobile phone in a shared office just down the
street from where we’re sitting now.”
He has come a long way – this office is in
the grand Wimmer Financials headquarters, a
1,600 sq ft space overlooking Oxford Circus.
And he’s planning to go even further.

The universe is a playground

The fantastic wealth Wimmer has accumulated
through Wimmer Financials has enabled
him to embark on the biggest adventure of
all – the final frontier.
“My interest in space comes from my
travels. I felt like I’d been to most places on
Earth. In 2000, a friend of mine – another
adventurer – told me space was ‘opening up’.

I got incredibly excited about it and started
researching how to get out there. I did training
in Star City, an airbase in Russia, alongside
Russian cosmonauts. It was a fantastic time.”
Wimmer’s space fascination led to an inter-

“ If money is a means
and not a goal, I’ve
found that people
end up happy

”

esting phone call from another entrepreneur.
“In 2004 Sir Richard Branson’s team called
me up. They had heard about my enthusiasm
for all things space-related and gave me the
chance to become a founding astronaut of
Virgin Galactic.”
Wimmer and Sir Richard Branson met
soon after that.
“When we talk, we often disagree on the
potential risks,” he says of their relationship.
The two men are very different in their
approach to business – Branson being a
risk-taker and Wimmer having always been
more cautious.
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Wall Street Wimmer: the Dane published a book about the ups and downs of working the markets in September 2011

Baby steps to success

This caution is evident when Wimmer
talks about his career. He started out small
and kept business simple and still believes
that keeping costs down is key.
“Some people think that everything has
to be showy right from the beginning, RollsRoyce and all, to show that they mean
business. That’s a bad idea,” he says.
Specifically, Wimmer has what seems to
be simple advice. With typical Scandinavian candour he outlines his basic tenets
of business.
“Three pieces of advice. One: low costs,
two: control your cash flow – you need
money in the bank right away, three: early
revenues are gold. Hold onto all contacts
from previous work. If you can, secure deals
before you set up shop.
Wimmer smiles. “We did that, which
meant breaking even in 12 months and this
was in the context of the Lehman crash and
the global financial crisis.”
Within two months, Wimmer had two
employees. Business was good, but in 2009,
he was ready to increase his efforts.
“External circumstances actually pushed me
a bit. The company providing us with a broker

licence were no longer able to, and the lease on
our offices was up. An investment bank without
a license or a roof over its head is no good.”
The Dane says the hard times have taught
him a valuable lesson.
“If you are an entrepreneur, you will find
alternative solutions. And those solutions
are sometimes better.” He opens his arms, as
if embracing the sleek office surroundings,
and smiles.
“I found a new umbrella company to
provide a licence and moved into a bigger
office. As it turned out, the new umbrella
company is more stable and the new office
works better for us. It’s about solving problems and turning them into strengths. With
entrepreneurship you have to stay on the beat
every day. It’s like riding a bike. If you stop
moving, eventually you fall.”
Self-financing is a personal priority for
Wimmer, but he also believes in a similar
model for startups in general.
“When it’s your own pocket you have
to take money out of, you think about it
every time you have to reach for the wallet,”
Wimmer says.
“People who have investors tend to buy
everything and it becomes “funny money”.

You are much more disciplined when it’s
your own cash. And it makes the decision
process easier, because I have the freedom to
decide instantly whether I’m going to take
a risk or not.”

Wimmer’s preferred mode of transport
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Freedom is the only currency

For many budding entrepreneurs, running
a business from a swanky central London
office is the very definition of success. But
Wimmer saw it as a heavy burden.
“It was a weighty chain around my neck. Costs
went up and I was personally accountable.
It meant that I was on the hook.”

“Aldrin says it is a truly

unique experience.
You literally see the
world from an outside
perspective

”

The high-flying multi-millionaire dodges
questions about his net worth, maintaining
instead that he measures his success not in
money, but in the freedom that comes with it.
“I want to be happy and when I’m free
I’m happy. Free to do what I want, in my
professional life, my personal life, and my
charity work. I find that people who just want

to make money are rarely happy.”
Wimmer says many of his entrepreneur
colleagues are of this particular breed – people
whose work brings them true fulfillment.
“People who enjoy what they do and want
to be successful with what they are doing
are often happy. Like my friend Elon Musk
[founder of space transport services SpaceX
and co-founder of online payments system
PayPal] – he wants to make changes in the
world, redefine the way it works. If money
is a means and not a goal, I’ve found that
people end up happy.”
Wimmer has the same approach to charity
as he does to business, because doing good
is just like doing business to him. It has to
be done effectively and efficiently.
“I like making things work in the best
possible way. Like when I did the TV show
The Secret Millionaire.”
Indeed, when he took part in the reality
TV show, in which benefactors go incognito
into impoverished communities and provide
financial and professional help to struggling
social enterprises, Wimmer was praised by
the public for his total commitment to
the cause.
“I want to make charity operate as well
as possible. To me, that involves much more
than sending a cheque. When something

succeeds, it’s like getting a degree – it’s the
work behind it that’s valuable and satisfying.”

Seeing the world from above

As his four Master’s degrees prove, Wimmer
has always been interested in learning, both
inside and outside of academic institutions.
“That’s why I’ve lived with the natives in
the Amazon. I enjoy meeting people and
learning from them.”
But why go to space? What exactly does
Wimmer hope to experience that he doesn’t
have access to on planet Earth?
“I think it’s going to be a completely
different experience, kind of an out-of-body
one. Physically and mentally, it’s going to
change me greatly.
And, aside from his involvement in Virgin
Galactic, Wimmer has good reason to believe
that there is nothing quite like visiting space.
“One of my good friends, Buzz Aldrin,
who remains very excited about space, told
me about looking down on Earth from the
Moon. He says it is a truly unique experience.
You literally see the world from an outside
perspective,” he says.
It seems unlikely that Wimmer will be
sent to space before 2016. However, unlike
most entrepreneurs he is getting ready for a
very different kind of launch.
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